VA Regional Office
AFGE LOCAL 520
PO BOX 1778
COLUMBIA, SC 29202
March 31, 2015
Chairmen, Ranking Members, Members of the US House and Senate Committees of Veterans
Affairs and the Secretary, Department of Veterans Affairs
Dear Committee Members and VA Secretary:
AFGE Local 520, the exclusive representative of the bargaining unit of VARO Columbia, SC,
wants to address an email that was sent by USB Hickey on March 27, 2015, VARO
Philadelphia's troubles, and the VSO's lawsuit.
Serving Veterans has become a game of numbers, VBA self-promotion without verification,
skillful wordsmithery designed to deceive the uninformed, and a one horse race. Unfortunately
for Veterans, the VBA has made this a one horse race while the other two horses (appeals and
nonrating claims) are dying of terminal cancer inflicted by the same organization who is briefing
the Commander In Chief of their successes and making his promises to us Veterans moot.
However, AFGE Local 520 will not sit on the sidelines and allow those responsible for serving
All us Veterans to dominate the conversation of success without telling, as Paul Harvey used to
say, "The Rest of the Story."
This email was sent by the USB on Friday.
"From: Hickey, Allison, VBAVACO
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2015 12:05 PM
To: VBACO_VBA_ALL_USERS

Subject: Not since October 16, 2010...198,825!

VBA Team and Partners,
Four years, five months and twelve days ago was the last time we had
less than 200.000 Veterans' claims in our backlog. From that point, our
backlog grew to a peak of more than 611,000 claims by March of 2013
because of unprecedented demand for VA benefits by our Veterans, their
families and Survivors.

Today, I'm so proud of every single one of you for the incredible work
you've done since then. Not only did you bring the backlog down by 67%
to 198,825 for the first time since October, 2010, but you've also
broken VBA's monthly and annual production records AND you've
increased quality to record levels - all while implementing the largest
organizational transformation in VBA history. In 2009, you did 980,000
claims - last year it was 1.32M claims a 25% increase in productivity, but
that's not even the most significant measure. In 2009, you did 2.7 million
medical issues. Last year - you did 5.5 million medical issues - a 67%
increase in productivity) Today - you are 37,000 claims, or 6%, ahead of
where you were last year EVEN with an 18% increase in receipts! Your
quality continues to stay high at the claim level (91%) and issue level
(96%).
This is such a significant milestone!
In fact, 1 was honored yesterday to be with President Obama when you
crossed below the 200,000 line and told him that you just achieved this
result. He wanted me to make sure you heard from him:
"You tell them how I am VERY proud of them and all their hard work.
They are doing a tremendous job!"
Just look at how far we've come today compared to four years ago:

VA processed 100% of Veterans' claims in paper
If Veterans moved out of their regional office's
jurisdiction and filed a claim, VBA had to box and
mail their files
Veterans filing claims with one medical issue
often waited behind Veterans filing a claim with 15
issues
All Veterans did not have the option to submit
an expedited claims package through VA
VA manually sent out requests for Private

Veterans can now file claims, upload medical
evidence, and check the status of their claims
online - today 95% of claims are processed
electronically
VA now has digital claims documentation that
claims processors can securely access from
anywhere
Our work is segmented - claims with one issue go
through an express lane while more complex
claims go through a special operations lane
Veterans can expedite their application by filing
a Fully Developed Claim (FDC) - today44% of
receipts from Veterans and their Veterans Service
Organization representatives are FDCs
VA contractors automatically upload PMRs

Medical Records (PMRs) to individual doctors (VA
Form 21-4142 record release)
Veterans had to send a paper form to VA to add
a dependent
Veterans had to write or call VA for a VA Home
Loan certificate of eligibility (COE) or civil service
preference letter
VSOs worked from their own systems not
integrated with VA

The Transition Assistance Program (TAP) wasn't
mandatory - VBA conducted 5.6K classes for
181K Veterans in 2010

directly into VBMS - to date we've processed!65K
PMRs in an average of 12.6 days
Veterans can submit dependency requests
through eBenefits and many times receive a
decision in one day
Veterans can get Home Loan and GI Bill
COEsonline through eBenefits
Nearly 2,000 VSO reps are credentialed to use the
Stakeholder Enterprise Portal (SEP) to submit claims
on behalf of Veterans
In 2014, VBA provided
nearly 17,000mandatory Transition
GPS (revamped TAP) briefings to
almost 228,000 Service members, Veterans and
family members at over 270 military installations
worldwide

This is incredible progress. Your efforts to transform this organization.while
consistently improving the service you provide to our Nation's Veteran
community, are incredible!
We're getting there - but we're not done yet! As our President also asked
me to pass along to you all—"Keep up the good work" and thank you for
your unshakable dedication to our Nation's Veterans, Families and
Survivors.
Proud to Be
Your Under Secretary,
Allison"
Let's examine some of the successes alleged in this email.
First, we will examine the backlog number of 198,825. Excerpts from HVR194.000
Uncorrected, FC, 7/14/14 pages 157-159 called in question the VBA's use of end products
(EPs) 930 and 400.
". - -The CHAIRMAN. To all of the VA witnesses, I want to ask a few questions about the backlog
numbers that you report in your Monday Morning Workload Reports. Its important to note that, in your
report, you dont include the end product 930, the number which, in feet, has grown substantially as of late,
and the end product of 400, which includes provisional/ratings. If you were to include the end product
930, which essentially is a place to hold rushed and incomplete claims, your backlog percentage would

jump by 10 percentage points-to 60 percent And, in addition, over a 14-month period, March of 2013
to May of 2014, the inventory of end product 400, which, again, includes provisional ratings, surged
from just over 29,000 to over 107,000, by a 367 percent increase. So explain to me what you're doing
with the end products 930 and 400. It simply doesnt-it simply makes them a secret category whereby
you're able to hide incomplete or prematurely decided claims to improve the appearance of your
backlog numbers.
Ms. RUBENS. Mr. Chairman, I would point to the Monday Morning Workload Report where,
in fact, your numbers on the end product 400, they are control, correspondence and have been
used for some development. And the 930 end product, which are reviews, including quality
assurance, are, in fact, reflected in the work that we demonstrate for completion.
Ms. HICKEY. Chairman, now that I know what the titles are, I can add to that discussion.
The CHAIRMAN. No, ma'am, /don't believe that anybody at the table is telling me the truth
from VA. I think that you're using the numbers to hide backlog claims. I think you've selectively
chosen not to include the end products in your backlog numbers to make the appearance of progress of the
backlog. So, quite simply, data manipulation that prevents veterans from obtaining access to the benefits
they have earned...."
The Monday Morning Workload Report dated March 23,2015, shows that EPs 930 and 400 are
still not accounted for in the backlog number. Therefore, the President was deliberately given
inaccurate information. Furthermore, Ms. Rubens' explanation of these EPs did not answer the
question and her description of them was designed to mislead the uninformed.

930

3/16/2015
23,501
53,267
126,660
28,557

3/23/2016
22,572
51,650
120,944
27,853

TOTAL

231,985

223,019

C&P RB >125
010
110
020

DIFF
-914
-1,473
-4,382
-534
-7,303

3/23/2016
47.6%
46.3%
43.3%
90.0%
56.8%

DIFF
-0.8%
-1.2%
-1.3%
0.0%
0.9%

EP 400 was at 29,141 on 3/2/13; 107,900 on 7/14/14; and now it is 199,754.

400

3/2/2013
29,141

3/23/2015
199,754

DIFF
170,613

3/23/2015

43.6%

In 2009, the VBA processed 980,000 with less than $22,000 in overtime funds with no
mandatory overtime using paper. In 2014, however, VBA processed 1.32 million claims, but
used $135 million in overtime funds and required 20 hours of mandatory overtime for each
claims processor. Furthermore, VBA used every available human resource (i.e. suspension of the
quality review team, supervisors, decision review officers) called an all hands on deck approach

to complete these claims. The overtime funds information was obtained from the AFGE NCAC
White Paper.
Email: VA now has digital claims documentation that claims processors can securely access
from anywhere.
The efficiency of VBMS was missing from the email. The VAOIG and the GAO have
decided not to report on VBMS. The VAOIG testified at the HVAC hearing hi
December 2013, that VBMS was going to be examined in early 2014 and the GAO
conducted a survey in September 2014. Employees from the foxholes continue to report
that latency and other software issues persist. Accessibility does not translate to
efficiency.
Email: Veterans can expedite their application by filing a Fully Developed Claim (FDC) today 44% of receipts from Veterans and their Veterans Service Organization representatives
are FDCs.
The VBA claims 44% of it receipts are Fully Develop Claims (FDCs). However, what it
does not acknowledge that every claim that is received on a 526EZ is considered FDC
until a claims processor determine that it is not. However, VBA can only process these
claims on average within 149.6 days.
The veteran can also opt out by completing block 21 on the form which reads as follows:
"The FDC Program is designed to rapidly process compensation or pension claims
received with the evidence necessary to decide the claim. V A will automatically consider
a claim submitted on this form for rapid processing under the FDC Program. Check the
box below ONLY if you DO NOT want your claim considered for rapid processing under
the FDC Program because you plan on submitting further evidence in support of your
claim. _ _ I DO NOT want my claim considered for rapid processing under the FDC
Program because I plan to submit further evidence in support of my claim." How many
Veterans do you think opts out?
The VBA recent requirement for Veterans to submit a VA Form 526EZ for disability
claims serves to boost the FDC percentage. However, as a result, a veteran who is
service connected for PTSD submits a VA Form 4138, Statement in Support of Claim,
and states his PTSD disability has gotten worst and he has only been treated at the
Columbia, SC VAMC must be sent a 526EZ and his claim cannot be established until he
returns the form. This is utterly ridiculous.
Email: Our work is segmented - claims with one issue go through an express lane while more
complex claims go through a special operations lane.
This concept was recommended as a result of the VA Claims Processing Task Force
Report to the Secretary of Veterans Affairs dated October 2001 and endorsed by the

Claims Process Improvement Task Team Report November 30, 2001, which states, "This
"triage" would allow the RO to process those claims requiring little or no development in
a more expeditious manner, thus reducing claims processing time and freeing direct labor
hours for those claims requiring more development and time to process. The triaging of
claims was implemented in 2002. Changing the name to lanes does not make the concept
new or more efficient.
Email: VA contractors automatically upload PMRs directly into VBMS - to date we've
processed 165K PMRs in an average of 12.6 days
"The PMR contractor requests that the private health care provider electronically upload
the PMRs to the PMR Vault online upload capability; however, the PMR contractor will
accept the incoming records via fax or mail. Finally, the PMR contractor converts the
received medical records to a portable document format (PDF) file and sends through
Veteran Claims Intake Processing (VC1P) for upload to VBMS" Fast Letter FL 14-01,
November 2014 (Emphasis added)
As to Private Medical Records (PMR), the contractor also uses the manual process to
collect PMR. However, they process only the perfect authorizations for PMRs leaving
the more time consuming ones for VA employees to process. Do you trust the VBA's
numbers?
Email: Veterans can submit dependency requests through eBenefits and many times receive a
decision in one day.
"Dependency Claims Contract -... The contract calls for 40,000 dependency claims to be
processed per month when operating at full capacity. The contractor is currently
ramping up to that capacity." (Emphasis Added) Witness Testimony of The Honorable
Allison A. Hickey, Under Secretary for Benefits, Veterans Benefits Administration,
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, Evaluation of the Process to Achieve VBA
Goals, July 14, 201
DATES
130

3/2/2013
181,744

3/23/2015
253,833

3/23/2015
75.8%

Yes, the Veteran can submit a claim through eBenefits, but neither the contractor nor eBenefits is
helping to reduce the amount of dependency claims. Moreover, the contract that is nearly a year
old has not reached its full capacity yet. Matter of fact, there were 245,073 as of April 7,2014.
Ask the VBA how many dependency claims are rejected when submitted through e-Benefits?
Again, accessibility does not translate to efficiency.
Email: Nearly 2,000 VSO reps are credentialed to use the Stakeholder Enterprise Portal (SEP)
to submit claims on behalf of Veterans.

The question is how many VSO reps are using the SEP to submit claims? At VARO
Columbia, VSOs are still submitting claim via paper. Again, accessibility does not
translate to efficiency or use.
As Chairman Miller said, at the HVAC July 14, 2014 hearing,... "No, ma'am, /don't believe that
anybody at the table is telling me the truth from VA."
There are no words in the English language that can describe what Veterans have suffered and
employees have endured during this unplanned transformation which has been more fluid than
taking Ex-Lax. However, AFGE Local 520 can confirm that the "I" in ICARE has been
breached many, many, times.
/
Now, let's visit those two terminally-ill cancer infested horses.
Here are the appeals numbers.
DATES
APPEALS

3/2/2013
249,814

3/23/2015
294,545

DIFF
44,731

Here is a local prospective from VARO Columbia.

APPEALS
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
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3/4/2013

3/23/2015

Here are the nonrating claims numbers.
DATES
Other Claims
130
290
600
Totals

3/2/2013

3/23/2015

DIFF

181,744
75,956
42,562
300,262

253,833
117,547
102,557
473,937

72,089
41,591
59,995
173,675

The appeals and nonrating claims now stand at 768,482. Here are a few examples of the types of
claim that are being ignored.
A Veteran waiting for a competency determination cannot be paid his/her initial
compensation payment or an increase in his/her benefits payment until a decision is made
and a fiduciary is appointed.
An automobile grant or adaptive equipment and/or a housing grant or adaptation cannot
be paid.
A Veteran's BVA or Court grant for benefits cannot be paid until the VBA promulgates
their award and the Court and VBA Remands lie dormant at the VAROs.
Over 250,000 dependency claims remain unprocessed. Monies due Veterans are being
withheld. In other cases, taxpayers will be paying for VBA's non-action for Veterans
who timely submit their requests to remove their dependents due to death or divorce. The
Veteran will incur a debt, the Veteran will request a waiver, and the taxpayer will pick up
the tab.
NG and Reserve Veterans' benefit cannot be restored after their return from active duty
until VBA take action or benefits cannot be terminated when they enter active duty.
As all this is happening, here is more troubling news that is facing this bewildered organization
that has been so blinded by their own conceit that its duty to serve ALL Veterans has been lost
and the words "Commitment "Advocacy" "Respect" and "Excellence" have been removed from
our core values. Integrity has already been breached time and time again. Therefore, the heart
has been ripped out of our core values because the VBA leadership has rendered them moot by
their continued irresponsible actions.
Excerpts from the article, VA: Steps Underway to Fix Problems in Philadelphia Office, ABC
News, March 25, 2015, is another example of employees' intervention to restore the integrity of
our organization.
"In terms of the disability claims, Hickey declined to comment specifically on the report
or on acting inspector general Richard Griffin's public description of circumstances in
Philadelphia as "very bad" compared to other VA facilities. Excerpts of the draft report
show the inspector general making 35 recommendations aimed at addressing
whistleblower complaints of mishandled mail and manipulation of dates to make old
claims look new, many of them focused on internal reviews to gauge whether the
mishandling of claims were intentionally done to whittle down backlogs and to "restore
accountability" in quality control."
'Separately, Republican Rep. Jeff Miller, chairman of the House Committee on Veterans'
Affairs, called on the VA to explain why the new director of the Philadelphia office,
Diana Rubens, received $288,206.77 in relocation expenses for her move from VA
headquarters in Washington, D.C., to Philadelphia last summer. The VA confirmed the
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payment Wednesday in response to a letter from Miller, seeking a detailed accounting of
the payments based on a whistleblower complaint."
Excerpts from the article, Veteran Groups Sue VAfor Ending Informal Disability Claims
Process, Military.com, March 15, 2015, prove that VBA's action to penalized Veterans will not
be tolerated.
v' Five national veteran's organizations have filed suit against the Veterans Affairs
Department over its move ending informal claims applications and requiring
veterans to fill out standardized forms,
v' The plaintiffs are The American Legion, the Military Order of the Purple Heart,
the National Veterans Legal Services Program, AMVETS, and the Vietnam
Veterans of America,
v' Disabled American Veterans National Service Director Jim Marszalek said there
is no great support for the VA's action,
v' "I don't know one VSO that's in support of this change. I haven't heard of one
yet," he said. DAV is preparing to file its own lawsuit against the VA "very, very
soon.
v' "It's not a matter of if, it's a matter of when," he said.
S "You're hearing the official positions from the [VSO] officials," he said, "but if
you take the time to dig down a little bit deeper level you'll find, for example,
some people sitting in our regional offices talking to veterans will tell you this:
'the process is clean, it's crisp, there's no more ambiguity here. I kind of like it.'"
v' Murphy attributed VSO leadership opposition to a reluctance to change,
v' "The change management - we're living through that right now," he said.
The process is so clean, crisp, and with no ambiguity that the VBA published a 14 page
Standard Claims and Appeals Form Rule Job Aid.
Here are the instructions given just for creating an intent to file (ITF).
Before the new rule, any communication or action which showed an intent to apply for VA benefits was
taken as an informal claim. This remains unchanged for correspondence received before March 24,2015.
The implementation of the new rule applies to claims received on and after March 24,2015.
Advantage of intent to file By submitting a complete VA Form 21-0966, Intent to File Claim for
Compensation and/or Pension, or Survivors Pension and/or DIG, the claimant or his/her representative can
establish an effective date placeholder for benefits provided that the complete claim is received within one
year of the date that the intent to file is received for the same general benefit indicated on the intent to file.
Rules regarding intent to file
• Only one active intent to file per general benefit at a time is considered valid, (ex. A)
• A Veteran may have multiple active intents to file of record at one time as long as they are for
different general benefits.
• A claimant may submit numerous valid intent to files over the course of a lifetime (ex. B)
• A claimant can only have one established claim per intent to file. (ex. C)
Example A:

A claimant submits VA Form 21-0966 on April 1, 2015 for compensation benefits. Then, he calls the
National Call Center on May 3,2015 stating that he wants to file a claim for a knee condition. The phone
call to the NCC will be considered a duplicate intent to file. The Veteran has one year from the April 1,
2015 date to complete his claim for compensation benefits.
Example B:
A Veteran submits an intent to file for compensation benefits on April 1, 2015, completes the claim on June
1,2015, and submits another intent to file for a compensation benefit on January 2, 2016. The latter intent
to file is valid because there is no other active intent to file for a compensation benefit of record at the time
the second intent to file is received. However, the January 2,2016 intent to file will only apply to a
complete compensation claim that is received within one year from the date of the ITF. Upon receipt of the
June 1, 2015 complete claim, the April 2015 intent to file was considered "completed" or no longer
"active."
/
f
Example C:
A Veteran submits an intent to file on June 5,2015 for a compensation claim. The Veteran submits a
526EZ on October 12,2015 for a knee condition. Then, she provides another 526EZ on December 10,2015
for a hip condition. The earliest possible effective date for the hip condition is December 10, 2015 because
the intent to file submitted on June 5,2015 was already completed on October 12, 2015 with the receipt of
the 526EZ for the knee condition.
Incomplete standard form
When a claimant submits an incomplete standard application form, VA will notify the claimant that he/she
has one year to submit a complete form to retain the incomplete form's effective date. If the claimant
submitted an intent to file prior to the incomplete standard application form, V A will apply the effective
date that is most advantageous to the Veteran, but in no event will the complete claim be considered filed
more than one year prior to the date of receipt of the complete claim."

The withdrawal of these poorly made electronic classes also refutes the statement made by Mr.
Murphy.
From: VBACMS
Sent: Thursday, March 26,2015 10:27 AM
To: VBACMS_vsc
Cc:

Subject: TMS Items
The following TMS items have been removed from your TMS plan until the problems
with the video are fixed. Compensation Service is looking into this issue and working
quickly to get it resolved. We will be notified when the problem is fixed. Compensation
Service express apologies for any inconvenience this may have caused you. Thanks for
your support on this matter.
The items are:
VA 3914056, Standardized VA Forms Part 1
VA 3914064, Standardized VA Forms: Claims Submission - Part II
VA 3923748, Intent to File - Systems and Procedures
Thanks,
AVSCM
This is hot of the VBA press.
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"From: VBACMS
Sent: Tuesday, March 31,2015 10:52 AM
To: VBACMS_vsc
Subject: Outgoing Mail Issue
Importance: High
Please be advised there is an ongoing postage issue affecting a number of Regional
Offices. Locally, the RO has not been able to send outgoing mail since March 20, 2015.
Despite our efforts, we have not been able to obtain postage and the issue remains beyond
our control.
Claims processors must remain aware that letters dated on or after March 19, 2015 have
not yet been sent to the intended recipients. Due Process and/or notification periods (10day letters, for example) are currently impacted, and further action based on these letters
must remain pending until this issue is resolved. Once we can confirm the mail has been
sent, we will advise claim processors to add the required days to the end of any due
process/notification period.
Please see your Coach with questions.
AVSCM"
If the President, the Committees and the VA Secretary think that neglecting over % million
Veterans (rating and nonrating claims) while demoralizing a VBA claims processing workforce,
which 52% are Veterans themselves, is worth reaching a goal that VBA has and continues to
manipulate numbers to achieve, then the representatives of this Nation have lost their moral
compass and their responsibility to "Care For Him Who Have Borne the Battle and For His
Widow and His Orphan" and may God judge all that allow this to continue.
However, AFGE Local 520 will continue to place everyone on notice until VBA "delivers the
best Quality of service" to our Nation Veterans and until our employees have "a Quality work
environment" conducive to delivering that service.

tbnald Robinson
President
(803) 239-7682(c)
(803) 647-2385 (w)
www. seniorvsr. com
LEAVE NO VETERAN BEHIND
CF:
President AFGE
President NVAC
60 Minutes

NY Times
Washington Post
Center for Investigative
Reporting
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The Washington Examiner
DailyCaller com

